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LAWRENCE LIVERMORE NATIONAL LABORATORY 

A, NUCLEAR DATA EVALUATIONS AND CALCULATIONS 

1. Charmed-Particle Evaluations for Applications (R. M. White and D. A. Poster) 

Thermonuclear reaction rates and quantities such as thermally-broadened emission 
spectra of secondary reaction particles as a function of plasma temperature are essential for 
(he correct modeling of a multitude of problems ranging from fusion energy applications to 
astrophysics. Of primary interest to fusion applications are the reaction rates o f m e various 
jsotopes of hydrogen and helium-3. We have finished new evaluations for the H(d,p) H, 
2H(d,n)3He, %(d,n)4He, 3He(d,p)4He, aid 3H(t,2n)4He reactions from E^ tt> 30 MeV. 
JJm^ is taken as the energy where the reaction cross section is approximately 10" bams, a 
practical limit for many 32-bit computers. These small cross sections at low energies are 
(iue to the Coulomb penetrability and require different evaluation techniques titan do neu
tron reactions. However, these low-eneigy cross sections are important in charged-particle 
j-eactions because the average interaction energy in a plasma is also low. The cfl&gy range 
c>f the cross sections described here amply covers the energies necessary t° calculate 
]yiaxweliian-averaged reaction rates for plasma temperatures from 100 eV to 1 MeV. The 
^valuations are based on all published iata known to us from 1946 to 1990 i"^ include 
civer 1150 measured data points from »ver 85 references. While there have ^en many 
jtarameterizations of these reactions ant numerous evaluations spanning selected energy 
jegions, we know of no work containing all measurements spanning both this time period 
and this energy range. A complete bibiographic listing and a detailed description of the 
evaluation techniques will be : csented ii a forthcoming LLNL report 

a. 2H(d,p)3H Evaluation 

Our data base for the 2H(d,p)3F reaction contains 21 references and includes 189 
ijiregrareo. cross section values dotaineb 1rom a variety ol experimental measuretf>en's- "Fig-
Die 1 shows the reference symbols (with the year in brackets) and Fig. 2 shows our evs'na-
tJon of the 2H(d,p)3H reaction over the inergy region from 350 eV to 200 keV plotted in 
terms of the astrophysical s-factor with 3:39b indicated. One of the principal oPJ e c t ives in 
carrying out these evaluations is to establish the probable uncertaintie<i (at the 95% 
confidence level) in the state of knowledge of each of these reactions. In thi# particular 
case, while the data appear far more discrepant in the energy region between 3^0 eV and 
200 keV than the i3% would indicate, tie evaluation in this region is based alsP u P ° n o u r 

knowledge of the structure of the 4He compound system as well as upon numerous meas
urements at energies greater than 200 leV. The recent high precision measurements of 
grown[90] at Los Alamos are in almost perfect agreement with this evaluation which was 
carried out with and without considering those data. 

MASfffl 
. • ' . i i j : / J N OF THIS CXj^yJMEHl ;i, . 
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2H(d,p)3H LLNL Evaluation 

• 
1 1 

Arnold [54] X Leiter [49] 
• Blair [48] X McNeill [51] 
o Booth [56] X Uoffatt [53] 
• Brolley [57] M Okihana [79] 
o BI-OTO [90] H Prestoii [54] 
• Cook [53] B Sanders [50] 
X Davenport [53] a Schulte [72] j 
X Eliot [53] e von Engel [61] 
& Ganeev [57] e ITenzel [52] 

Graves [46] 
GrueMer [73] LLNL Evaluation [91] 

±3% T Krauss [87b] 
><. Krauss [87m] 

' • i 

Fig. 1 Reference symbols and authors (with year of publication) for Ihe data base used 
in the LLNLJ91] evaluation of the 2H(d,p)3H reaction as shown in Fig. 2. A complete 
bibliographic listing as well as a detailed description of the evaluation techniques used 
for this reaction will be presented in a forthcoming LLNL report. 
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Rg. 2 Plot of the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 2H(d,p)3H reaction in terms of die 
astiophysical s-lactor as a function of laboratory deuteron energy between 350 eV and 
200 keV. The ±3% indicated on the plot represents our estimate of the uncertainty in 
the evaluation (at the 95% confidence level). While the 2H(d,p)3H data are most 
discrepant in the enevgy region below 200 keV, the knowledge of the structure of the 
4He compound system, as well as the data base above 200 keV, give us strong 
confidence in this evaluation. The recent high precision measurements of Brown[90] at 
Los Alamos are in almost penect agreement with this evaluation which we made bom 
with and without considering those data. 
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b. 2H(d,n)3He Evaluation 

Our data base for the 2H(d,p) H reaction contains 21 references and includes 190 
integrated cross section values. Figure 3 shows the reference symbols and Fig. 4 shows 
our evaluation of the 2H(d,n)3He reaction from 350 eV to 200 keV plotted in terms of the 
astrophysical s-facior with ±3% indicated. In this reaction, several measurements in the 
energy range below 100 keV might indicate that the evaluation should have the slope 
shown here but be lowered by 6-8%. However, similarly to the 2H(d,p)3H reaction, 
knowledge of the structure of the compound 4He system, as well as the data base above 
200 keV, give us strong confidence in this evaluation. As in the case of the 2H(d,p)3H 
reaction, the recent Los Alamos measurement of the 2H(d,n)3He reaction is in excellent 
agreement with our evaluation which was carried out with and without considering then-
data. 

c. 3H(d,n)4He Evaluation 

Our data base for the 3H(d,n)4He reaction contains 19 references and includes 366 
integrated cross section values. Figure 5 shows the reference symbols and Figs. 6 and 7 
show our evaluation of the 3H(d,n)4He reaction from 300 eV to 200 keV plotted in terms 
of the astrophysical s-factor and cross section, respectively, with ±2% indicated. For the 
energy range shown, the evaluation is based on a single-level R-matrix fit to all of the 
available data except for three data sets whose shape and normalization are not consistent 
with the majority of the other measurements. Many R-matrix calculations were performed 
undei a variety of fitting ranges and using various subsets of the main data set. The con
clusion was that all of the results fell within the ±2% band indicated around the final 
evaluation. The Los Alamos one and two-level fits to this reaction also fall within this 
±2% band. Details of the R-matrix calculations will be presented in a forthcoming LLNL 
report. 

d. 3He(d,p)4He Evaluation 

Our data base for the 3He(d,p)4He reaction contains 17 references and include 262 
integrated cross section values. Figure 8 shows the reference symbols and Figs. 9 and 10 
show our evaluation of the 3He(d,p)4He reaction from 1.25 keV to 1 MeV plotted in terms 
of the astrophysical s-factor and cross section, respectively, with ±8% indicated. Of the 
five reactions evaluated in this work, the data sets for this reaction are the most discrepant 
The absolute values disagree by more than the experimenters' quoted errors. However, 
except for two full data sets and the low-energy portion of two other data sets, the shapes 
are in good agreement. Over the energy range from 1.25 keV to 800 keV, the evaluation 
is based on a single-level R-matrix fit to all of die available data except for the data which 
were discrepant in shape. As with the 3H(d,n)4He reaction, many R-matrix calculations 
were performed under a variety of conditions. 
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2H(d,n)3He LLNL Evaluation 

D Arnold [54] X Goldberg [60] 
• Blair [48] x Hunter [49] 
0 Booth [56] x Krauss [87b] 
• Brolley [57] x Krauss [87m] 
o Broira [90] « Manley [46] 
* Chagnon [56) M UcNeilt [51] 
X Daehnick [58J 0 Okihana [79] 
X Davidenko [57] a Preston [54] 
a Drosg [78] a Sehulte [72] 
& Eliot [S3] o Thornton [69] 
V Erickson [49] 

Ganeev [57] LLNL Evaluation [91] 
±3% 

i i i r 

Fig. 3 Reference symbols and authors (with year of publication) for die data base used 
in the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 2H(d,n)3He reaction as shown in Fig. 4. A com
plete bibliographic listing as well as a detailed description of the evaluation techniques 
used for this reaction will be piesemed in a forthcoming LLNL report 

2H(d,ti)3He LLNL Evaluation 

LLtJL E v a l u a t i o n [91] 

U.U4 I I - i ! 
0 . 0 0 . 1 0 . 2 

E d (MeV) 
Fig. 4 Plot of the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 2H(dji)3He reaction in terms of Ihe 
astrophysical s-factor as a function of laboratory deuterun energy between 350 eV and 
200 keV. The ±3% indicated on the plot represents our estimate of the uncertainty in 
ihe evaluation (at the 95% confidence level). In this reaction, several measurements in 
the energy range below 100 keV might indicate that the evaluation should have the 
slope shown here but be lowered by 8-10%. However, similarly to the 2H(d,p)3H reac
tion, knowledge of the structure of the 4He compound system, as well as many meas
urements above 100 keV, indicate that there should be no significant curvature in the 
astrophysical s-factor in this energy region. 
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3 H(d,n) 4 He LLNL E v a l u a t i o n 
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Allan [51] •* Goldtwrg [61] 
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• Ar6° [58] * Hemmendinger [55] 
0 Arnold [54] x J amie [84] 
• Balabanov (57 ] X Jarv ls [53] 
o Banse [57] X Kobz*v [66] 
• Bretscher {49] « Uagiera [75] -
S Erolley [51] •» UcDaniels [73] 
1 fcronra \&t\ » StrsAtoa ^S2.̂  
A 

Conner [52] 
Drosg [76] 
Galonsky [56] 

• — 1 

LLNL Evaluation [gi] 
i2% 

1 1 ... r 

-

Fig. 5 Reference symbols and authors (with year of publication) for the data base used 
in the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 3H(d,n)4He reacdon as shown in Figs. 6 and 7. A 
complete bibliographic listing as well as a detailed description of the evaluation tech
niques used for this reaction will be presented in a forthcoming LLNL report. 

3H(d,n)4:te LLNL Evaluation 

0 . 1 
E d (MeV) 

0 . 2 

Fig. 6 Plot of the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 3H(d,n)4He reaction in terras of the 
asliophysical s-factor as a function of laboratory deuteron energy between 300 eV and 
200 keV. The ±2% indicated on die plot represents our estimate of the uncertainty in 
the evaluation (at the 95% confidence level). With the exception of three data sets 
whose shape and normalization are not consistent with the majority of other measure
ments, the H(dji)4He data in this region are very consistent. 
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3t t{i l ,Tiy4teUJHl, B,-va^rcrt.ian 

0 . 0 0 . 1 
% (MeV) 

0 .2 

Fig. 7 Plot of the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 3H(d,n)4He reaction cross section from 
300 eV to 200 keV with die three discEpant data sets removed. The evaluation pro
cedures we used on the data base for tHs reaction and comparing our evaluation with 
other recent evaluations leads us to condude that, unless some significant new experi
mental technique is developed, our estimate of the ±2<# uncertainly for this reaction is 
unlikely to be reduced. 

3He(d,p)4He LLNL Evaluation 
< c • 1 , 

• A l l i e d [ 5 1 ] v Krauss [B7b] 
• Arnold [54] » Kraus^ [87m] 
0 Bonner [52 ] * Kunz [55] 
• Corfton [ 7 0 ] K Holl«i- [SO] 
« Davjes [ 6 0 ] x Stewai-t [ 6 0 ] 
• DwafaJtanat.il [ 69 ] X Tuck ( 5 2 ] 
2 F r e i e r [54] « Y a m e l l [ 5 3 ] 
I G r u ^ l e r [71] 
A JarVis [53] LLNL ^va luat ion [91] 
* Kl itfcharev [ 5 5 j 

1 J— 

±8% 

—1 1 1 1 

Fig. 8 Reference symbols and authors (with vear of Duplication) for the data base used 
in the LLNL[91] evaluation of flie 2He(l,pyHe reaction as shown in Figs. 9 and JO. 
A complete bibliographic listing as wel as a detailed description of the evaluation 
techniques used for this reaction will be rresented in a forthcoming LLNL report. 
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3He(d.p)4He LLNL Evaluation 

E d (MeV) 

Fig. 9 Plot of the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 3He(d,p)4He reaction in terms of the 
astrophysical s-factor as a function of laboratory deuteron energy between 1.25 kev 
and 200 keV. The ±8% indicated on the plot represents our estimate of Hie uncertainty 
in the evaluation (at the 95% confidence level). While the data are discrepant in mag
nitude by more than the Quoted errors, the shapes are in good agreement except for 
two full data sets and the low-energy portion of two other data sets. 

a H e ( d , p ) 4 H e LLNL E v a l u a t i o n 
1 i r 

0 . 0 0 . 2 0 . 4 0 . 6 0 . 8 1.0 
E d (MeV) 

Fig. 10 Plot of the LLNL[91J evaluation of the 3He(d)p)4He reaction cross section 
from 125 keV to 200 keV as a function of laboratory deureron energy. The evaluation 
is based on a single-level R-matrix fit to ihe data as is described in the text Because 
of the discrepant nature of the data we have assigned ±8% as the uncertainty in the 
evaluation (at the 95% confidence level). 
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The best fit was obtained by simultaneously allowing the data set normalizations 
to change while fitting with the single-level R-matrix calculation. Since there were several 
data sets whose overall normalizations were more discrepant than the quoted errors and 
since it was not obvious why one measurement might be better thai' another, it was 
decided that die best one could do was assume that, on the average, tt.c overall normaliza
tion of the entire data base was correct. Therefore, the individual data set normalizations 
were allowed to change subject to the constraint that the average normalization was unity. 

e. 3H(t,2n)4He Evaluation 

Our data base for the 3H(t^n)4He reaction contains 6 references and includes 117 
integrated cross sections values. By the nature of the reactants, this reaction is difficult to 
measure and experimental data extend to only 2.2 MeV. Figure 11 shows the 3H(t,2n)4He 
data tip to 1 MeV and our evaluation from 500 eV to ? MeV plotted in terms of the astro-
physical s-factor with ±8% indicated. Our evaluation comes from a least-squares cubic 
spine fit to all the data in this region. There is a clear change in slope of the low energy 
data independent of any one data set. At higher energies, the evaluation follows the pro
jection of Govorov[62] and the measurement at 1.9 MeV of Jannie[58], Because mere 
exist no measured data above 2.2 MeV some estimate had to be made of the probable 
shape and magnitude of the high energy 3H(t,2n)4He reaction cross section. Figure 12 
shows the high energy evaluation of the 3H(t,2n)4He reaction in comparison wit* the other 
four reactions. 

2. Advanced Modeling of Reaction Cross Sections for Light Nuclei (D. A. Resler, 
S. D. Bloom, and S. A. Moszkowski) 

Over the last several years we have put together a system of codes for modeling 
reaction cross sections for light nuclei. The technique involves starring with an effective 
nucleon-nucleon interaction. In general, nuclear reaction cross sections for light projectiles 
(n, p, d, t, 3He, a) of low-energy (E £ 20 MeV) incident on light nuclei (A <! 20) are dom
inated by isolated and overlapping resonance behavior. These resonances are due to trie 
structure of the compound nucleus. By starting with an effective nucleon-nucleon interac
tion, the properties of the compound nuclear structure can be obtained through the nuclear 
shell model. This structure information can then be transformed into the required input to 
an R-matrix code for the calculation of reaction cross sections. Because of the fundamen
tal nature of the calculations, i.e„ starting from a nucleon-nucleon interaction, if the 
method can be used to accurately calculate reaction cross sections where one has data to 
compare with (such as the evaluations presented in the previous section), then the mediod 
can be used with confidence where little or no data exist (such as d+6Li). 

In general, the model spaces needed for the shell model calculations require exci
tations for which current effective nucleon-nucleon interactions do not work properly. In 
an effort to ameleorate these problems, we are developing a new effective nucleon-nucleon 
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3H(t,2n)4He LLNL Evaluation 
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Fig. 11 Plot of the LLNL[91] evaluation of the 3H(t£n)4He reaction in terms of the 
astrophysical s-factor as a function of laboratory deuteron energy between 500 eV to 1 
MeV. The ±8% indicated on the plot represents our estimate of the uncertainty in the 
evaluation (at the 95% confidence level). Also shown are the reference symbols and 
authors (with year of publication) for the data base. A complete bibliographic listing 
as well as a detailed description of the evaluation techniques used for this reaction will 
be presented in a forthcoming LLNL report 

0.12 Comparison of reaction cross sections 

10 15 2U 
Energy (MeV) 

Fig. 12 Comparison of the cross sections for the five reactions considered in this 
work. Because there exist no measured data above 2.2 MeV for the 3H(t,2n)4He reac
tion some estimate has to be made of the probable shape and magnitude above 2.2 
MeV. This comparison shows tha: what we have chosen is not unreasonable in light 
of the other reactions. 
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interaction for use in l«rge model spaces and additionally to correcdy determine basic pro
perties of nuclei and nuclear matter (i.e., binding energies/nucJeon and saturation) and to 
reduce to a Skyrme-like (Hanree-Fock) interaction in the short range limit Our 
ph.enomenological interaction consists of three components (see Figure 13), each containing 
four parts: (1) a potential strength V, (2) a gaussian radial form factor, e~r'" , (3) non-
locality (gaussian in momentum space), e"p c , and (4) a density-dependent term. The 
longest range (r) component is assumed to be attractive, density independent, and local 
(c=0). This component is constructed to look like the one pion exchange potential 
(OrF.P). It is also this component which leads to the extra clustering that one finds in 4He. 
The second component is of shorter range and is assumed to be attractive, density indepen
dent, and non-local. The third component is of still sho; ,cr range, repulsive, density depen
dent, and noi:-local. The last two components look mucn like a surface delta interaction 
and are required for saturation. The parameters of our interaction are being determined by 
least-squares techniques using the global constraints (binding energies/nucleon and satura
tion) for 4He, l s O, and nuclear matter. We have evidence that such an interaction aocs 
much to alleviate the problems previously seen in calculations performed in large model 
spaces. 

(1) £2) (3) 

Fig. 13 Diagram of the three components being employed in t he present quest for an 
improved nucleon-nucleon interaction. The first component is constructed to look like 
a one pion exchange potential and leads to the exia clustering that one finds in 4He. 
The second and mird components look much like a surface delta interaction end are 
required for .ituretion. Refer to the text for more details. 

3. TDF—A Processed File for Thermonuclear Applications (S. I. Warsh- ,• and R. 
M. White) 

We have created a processed thermonuclear data file, TDF, and the computer rou
tines, written in standard FORTRAN, with which to read this file. The IDF file contains 
information calculated from our evaluations such as Maxwellian-averagcd reaction rates as 
a function of reaction and plasma temperature, the Maxwellian-averager average energy of 
the interacting particles as well as die same quantities ior the secondary reaction products. 
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Also included are routines which provide thermaJly-broadened special information for the 
secondary reaction products. These routines are useful for either deterministic or Monte 
"Carlo calculations and special emphasis has been placed on making them easy to use. 
Documentation and availability of TDF and the routines which access it will be available 
to the user community by early summer 1991. 

4. Evaluation of (n,2n) reactions on Isotopes of Y and Zr (M. H. MacGrcgor and 
G. Reffo) 

We have carried out an evaluation of neutron-induced reactions on the isotopes 
87.88.S9Y and 8 8 ' 8 9- 9 PZr. These isotopes have been extensively studied in previous evalua
tions, and they serve as a valuable benchmark. ^Y and 9 0Zr are stable and there exists 
experimental information on these isotopes. The other isotopes are unstable and there 
exists almost no experimental information about them. Hence their cross sections must be 
obtained by calculational means. These isotopes occur at or near the magic neutron 
number N=50, which means that the nuclear systematics are varying rapidly in this region, 
and comprehensive studies must be made in order to extract the proper level densities. We 
used the Livermore version of the ENEA code set IDA for these calculations. 

To calculate all the important particle decay channels, it is necessary to include 35 
isotopes of Br, Rr, Rb, Sr, Y and Zr in the evaluation. The neutron resonances for these 
and neighboring nuclei were statistically analyzed with »he IDA module ESTIMA in order 
to obtain the best values for the Fermi gas constant "a". The variation of "a" with neutron 
number is shown in Fig. 14, where the influence of the magic number N=50 is clearly 
apparent The low-lying levels in these nuclei were analyzed with the IDA module 
AMLETO in order to obtain the correct nuclear "temperatures". These temperatures are 
combined with the Fermi gas constants to produce a self-consistent set of Gilbert ana Cam
eron level densities for use in the Hauser-Feshbach formalism. A variety of optical models 
were also studied in order to obtain the best set of transmission coefficients for use.in the 
Hajser-Feshbach calculations. Intercomparisons between the IDA module PENELOPE and 
the LLNL ALICE code were made to evaluate pre-equilibrium effects, which have a strong 
influence on the <n,2n) cross sections. The IDA module POLIFEMO was used to provide 
the width fluctuation corrections to the Hauser-Feshbach calculations. In the evaluation, 
the IDA nuclear density and temperature parameters were first obtained as described above, 
and were then adjusted so as to give the best fits to the available experimental data. These 
optimized parameters were used to calculate the reactions where no experimental data 
exist Calculations involving isomeric-state target nuclei are still in progress. Figures IS, 
16, and 17 show comparisons of our calculations for the (n,2n) cross sections of 8 7-8 8>8 9Y. 
In Figs. 15 and 16, where experimental data exist, both evaluations are in good agreement. 
However, in Fig. 17, where no experimental data are available to serve as normalizations, 
our evaluation differs by roughly 20% from other calculations. We believe this indicates 
the general level of accuracy that can be expected from theoretical nuclear modeling calcu
lations in this mass region. 
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Sys temat ics of "a" near N 50 
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Fig. 14 Systematics of the Ferni gas constant "a" as a function of neutron number 
near N=50. The influence of the magic number N=50 is clearly apparent. These sys
tematics were obtained from an aialysis of neutron resonances using the IDA module 
ESTIMA. 
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Comparison of the IDA calculation to the experimental data for the 
8Y reaction. Details of ike IDA calculation are given in the text 
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w w o 0.2 
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B6Y(n,2n)B7Y 

Experimental data 
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Fig. 16 Comparison of the IDA calculation to the two experimental data points tor the 
Y(n,2n)°'Y reaction. Details of the IDA calculation are given in the text. 

1 .0 
8 7 Y ( n , 2 n ) B 6 Y 

ftb experfaentai* d"ata 
IDA Calculation 

14 16 i8 
Neutron Energy (MeV) 

20 

Fig. 17 Shown is the IDA calculation for the 87Y(n,2r086Y reaction. Since there exist 
no experimental data to serve as normalizations, our evaluation differs by roughly 20% 
from other calculations and we believe this indicates the general level of accuracy that 
can be expected from modeling in this mass region. 
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5. Extension of the LLNL Evaluated Nuclear Data Base (ENDL) to 30jMgV (M. 
plann and T. Komoto) 

We have been extending our evaluated nuclear data base for reactions induced by 
(leutrons up to 30 MeV. The data base will be suitable for use in transport calculations, 
ftnd so must give output on an exclusive basis. We have thus far modified th e ALICE 
£ode to calculate n, p, and a particle spectra with up to three successive particle emission 
channels (27 channels) on an exclusive basis, giving results in a format suitable fo;-
jmmediare inclusion into the database. We must calculate the contributions fro!11 reactions 
^yhich may emit more than three n, p, or ct particles at the higher energies of interest, to 
gee if four particle exclusive reactions need to be included in the calculated data fi*e-

For fissile nuclei we have completed code modifications to follow e x c l u s ' v e fission 
^nd non-fission channels up to and including third-chance fission. We have decided on 
algorithms for treating neutron spectra for fourth and fifth chance fission, to b 6 encoded 
•^mdt). \iditifvwiit} "feft %dm-Hftaska fo-xron uesftmerft. i s 'wank -lefotccfr *»? v&Wvas 
fission probabilities based closely on experimental results where available. 

The fission neutron spectra are row encoded to use the Watt distribution, using 
rieutron multiplicity algorithms developei by R. J, Howerton. Prefission precorr>P°un£i pl" J S 

compound neutrons are added to the postfission neutron spectra. The precomP° u n a ' p l u s 

compound channels determine the crois section vs. excitation used as inpd* * n t o the 
jiowerton algorithms. We believe that jeliance on experimental fission probabilities using 
proven neutron multiplicity algorithms through nuclear modeling will provide a reliable 
extrapolation to the 30 MeV incident neutron energy regime. 

6. Calculated Kgrma Values (R J. Howerton) 

Kerma values have been calculated from the January 1991 version of LLNL's 
evaluated Neutron Data Library (ENDL]. This effort is in support of the IAEA's Coordi
nation Research Program (CRP) on Nuclear Data Needed for Neutron Therapy. Generally, 
tpe kerma for a neutron-induced reaction is defined to be the energy available from the 
reaction ( J V + Qi , e s s tire energy carried off by secondary neutrons and Dhaton£ CE^.is the 
incident neutron energy and Q is the Q-value for the reaction). The kerma for a material is 
tJien obtained by summing the kermas of the individual reactions, properly weighted by 
i^otopic or elemental abundance in the ctse of composite materials. 

Explicit energy distributions fo; all secondary particles from all neutr° n _i nduced 
reactions are routinely entered into the ILNL ENDL data files. With thest quantities, it is 
possible to insure energy conservation between neutron interaction and neutr° n _i nduced 
gamma-ray production data and to calculate average energy deposits for all secc> n a a ry par
ticles. The tolerance for energy conservation in ENDL is currently 5% or 100 k?V> which
ever is less. 
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The kerma factors are presented in the form of histograms for 175 neutr o n energy 
groups commonly used at LLNL for the isotopes and natuially occurring elemental mix
tures of isotopes. For composite materials, a subset of these groups is required that elim
inates neutron energies below the molecular binding energies of the materials. At these 
e ltergies, different physical mechanisms than those associated with nuclear r e a c t i o n s a j e 

required. The histogram form was selected because it is impractical to taoulat? hernia fac
tors on & linear basis and because the kerma factors change slowly enough over ^ n e groups 
that linear interpolation will yield values that are within the uncertainties of the basic data 
from which they air, calculated. Since the calculated kerma factors were derived from the 
e valuated data in ENDL, any errors in the kerma factors are due to errors in the evaluated 
library. 
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